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This report describes a pilot investigation carried out in a stops of 
the Cooke 1 Shaft of The Rsndfontein Estates Gold Mining Company, 
W itwatersrand, Limited and some subsequent developments. The pilot 
investigation was initiated to assess the benefits of using load- 
h a t i i - d u m p - u n i t s  for stope cleaning instead of face and strike 
-gu?'.y -wifiotes-and scrapers. A suitable L.H.D. unit cleaning method 
had first to  be developed before final comparisons could be made.
The smallest LH.D. units already being used successfully in wide and 
massive base m etal, diamond and coal mines appeared to be suitable 
for adaptation to stope cleaning in the gold mines, without much 
alteration.
No major a lterations to the L.H.D. units were required. The stope 
method was technically and safely adapted to an L.H.D. unit cleaning 
method. Conclusions reached during the pilot study showed tha t the 
use of L.H.D. units increased labour productivity by 29,.1 percent but 
a t  a 108,1 percent g reater cost per ton broken than tha t of winch 
cleaning methods. Therefore, for L.ILD. unit stope cleaning methods 
to become economically viable it would be necessary to reduce costs, 
In particular the shaft system and ore reserve layout costs.
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I INTRODUCTION
Management in the Mining Industry, as anywhere else, Is always 
concerned about safety and health of people and the environmental 
conditions under which they work. Management, within the context 
of rising working costs. Is therefore constantly seeking possible means 
of improving productivity and safety, in order tha t business objectives 
may be achieved.
Technological advancement has become a way of life. Such is the 
case with the cleaning function in a gold mine stope. Scope cleaning 
methods have changed from arduous manual hand lashing and hand 
tramming to simple mechanised face scraping and strike gully scraping. 
Scraper winches have Improved In design with resultant Increased 
power output and reduced physical dimensions. Further improvements 
a re  s till possible. However, there  is a natural in te rest to Investigate 
the development of more productive mechanised stope cleaning 
methods.
To this end in 1974 the Chamber of Mines Research Organisation 
embarked on a project to investigate mechanized stope " cleaning 
methods, but no method has been considered as yet for large scale 
Introduction.
Since 1973 several gold mines also embarked on their own research 
programmes to  varying degrees to find the best mechanized method 
to suit their own particular conditions. Companies such' as Hubert 
Davies Heavy Equipment (Pty) Ltd, who were known to be marketing 
diesel and electrically powered mining machinery, w ere approached to 
determine the availability of equipment which could be used for stope 
cleaning in gold mines.
This report describes a pilot Investigation carried out in 1975 in a 
stope of the Cooke 1 Shaft of The Randfontein Estates Gold Mining 
Company, W itwatersrand, Limited. A subsequent development whereby 
mechanized cleaning was introduced on a larger scale a t the same 
shaft Is summarised for comparison.
Load-haul-dump (L.H.D.) units as used In massive base m etal mines 
were considered. Units of d ifferent sizes and capacities were 
available and appeared to have the best potential for adaptation to 
gold mine narrow, flat dipping ore body stope cleaning. L.H.D. units 
w ere being experimented with In som e.of the chrome mines in the 
Transvaal, but were mainly being used for trackless development such 
as the cleaning of winzes and inclined roadways.
The smallest L.H.D. unit available, with an 0.8ma bucket capacity, had 
a small turning circle which could enable the manoeuvring of the unit 
between rows of permanent stope support. This was only feasible if 
some changes could be made to the support pattern and stope layout 
without jeopardizing the safe working of the scope.
The purpose of the  L.H.D. unit investigation a t Cooke I Shaft was to 
develop a scoping method to enable the economical application of 
L.H.D. units for the cleaning of broken ore Instead of using scraper 
cleaning methods.
Two areas of investigation were concentrated on. The environment, 
which included reef width, type of reef, footwall conditions, type of 
support and support spacing formed one area, and the LH.D. unit
In this larter area mechanical reliability, maintenance, fuel 
consumption, tyre life, manoeuvreabllity. safe operation and production 
efficiency was evaluated for comparison with the winch cleaning,, 
method.
A certain  amount of preparation had to be done In the stope area to 
garage the L.H.D. units in safe  positions.
Initial LH.D . unit stope cleaning procedures were decided on with 
close supervision arranged on every shift. Sufficient data items were 
identified which niieded to be recorded continuously in order th a t a 
proper analysis could be made a t the completion of the experiment.
The data would enable necessary information to be extracted 
periodically so that the method being applied could be evaluated §nd 
.modified if required.—-— - -
Work Study techniques were applied to  determine the necesse : j
requirements and L.H.D. unit operating objectives. It was expected  ^
th a t the experiment would be conducted for a period of six montfis,.1, 
but actually was extended to ten months before removing the L.H.D. 
units from underground.
A suitable stope cleaning method was designed a fte r some 
experimentation and a number of scraper winch panels and tipping 
points were converted to suit the LH.D. units. The experiment was 
conducted in a well organized production stope where sufficient broken 
rock could be produced from sloping operations to test the production 
capacity of the loaders. Major problems proved to be mechanical 
reliability and tyre life.
Ongoing records*1* were also kept of the performance and working 
costs of conventional scraper cleaning methods per stoper. These 
results were extracted and summarised for the same period as the 
L.H.D. unit pilot investigation.
The final cost per ton broken for the L.H.D. unit cleaning method, 
during the experiment, was more expensive than that of the winch 
cleaning method at the time. So although the pilot investigation could 
be considered a technical success, it was not an economic success.
However, it was realised tha t In order for it to  become an economical 
success, the shaft system and ore reserve layout would need to be re­
designed to rake advantage of the features of the LH.D. equipment, 
and thereby reduce these costs sufficiently to offset the increased cost 
of operating and maintaining the LH.D. equipment.
This led to large scale mechanised sloping being m otivated In 1984 
based on a theoretical study which Indicated It to be economically 
viable with a reasonable chance of success. Changes in support 
methods made It possible to introduce larger trackless mining 
equipment to do stope cleaning which Improved the production rates 
over those obtained during the 1975 tests. Changes were also made 
to the ore reserve layouts.
This was followed by a feasibility study report prepared In 1986 for 
the 90 level wide Reef "ackless mining project. Details of this 
project and results for the past nine months are Included In ehls
2 PROBLEM
2.1 Labour Cost
Since the early 1970's wage increases In the case of unskilled and 
semi skilled workers has proportionally far exceeded the increases of 
the skilled workers and is rapidly contributing to inflating u e  working 
c o s ts .^  Winch operator's wages escalated by 240 percent during the
12 years from 1975. Artisans wages escalated by 108 percent during
the same period.
A. means of counteracting this trend would be to determine the extent 
to which stope cleaning could be mechanised.
In this case mechanisation will result in a reduction of the number of 
unskilled workers required, and. in an increase in the number of semi 
skilled and skilled workers. The overall effec t will be that production 
might be maintained by a smaller number of people, thus making it 
possible to pay them mory without adversely affecting the overall cost 
per ton milled.
2.2 Housing
The modern trend Is to have less cramped housing with better 
facilities for single blacks and to provide married quarters to ensure 
a more stable work force with all Its advantages. The high Initial 
capital outlay for such housing projects and expenditure required to 
maintain the buildings In a satisfactory living condition needs to be 
offset by an improvement In efficiency.
2.3 Safety
Shifts lost due to Injuries are costly. Apart from the treatm ent cost 
of a patient, there is also a production loss due to his absence. A 
reduced labour force will reduce the exposure to injuries while 
mechanised units could be designed to afford be tte r protection to 
operators. An analysis of accidents^* occuring in stopes showed that 
injuries concerning scraper cleaning and related  work was an area 
which required attention for improvement.
2.4 Labour Efficiency
Stope cleaning methods in narrow, tabular, flai dipping reefs vary, 
depending on what Is appropriate and preferential from hand lash 
cleaning to scraper cleaning with double drum winches.
Although an improved mechanised cleaning method, the scraper remains 
relatively Inefficient due to lack of mobility of the winch, poor load 
carrying capacity of the scraper, excessive idle time, etc.
Labour efficiency may be Improved by Introducing some further 
technological advancement. The dissatisfaction of labour for working 
In adverse environmental conditions, and decreasing efficiencies might 
hasten the decision to Introduce a change.
A substantial training and acclim atization centre, well staffed  to  cope 
with the migratory labour force has to be maintained. A smaller and 
more stable labour force would not require the same amount of 
training staff.
The greater the labour force the more difficult It becomes to exercise 
effective concrol, with subsequent loss of efficiency, which will 
necessitate a larger supervisory sta ff to ensure good productivity.
2.5 Total Mechanized Stoplng
Mobile units have to be considered and experim ented with tn 
preparation for the time when fully mechanized sloping would be more : 
profitable than labour Intensive sloping. The purchase price of 
sophisticated mining machinery has unfortunately kept pace with 
increased labour costs, with the result that g reater mechanization has 
remained an uneconomical proposition, When applied to  the 
Witwacersrand gold mining situation in general.
The increasing price of gold and depleted reserves will encourage the ' 6 ,
mining of deposits a t g reater depth arrV In environmental conditions 
detrim ental to manual labour, so that some form of mechanization 
may well become an economic proposition in the future.
3 COh ; : ^AINTS
3.1 Geology of $ke Area
The reef bf.ing mined in the Cooke Section of The Randfonteln Estates 
Gold Mining Company, Wlcwatersrand, Limited a t the time when the 
1975 experiment was conducted, was the UEla reef of the 
Witwatersrafid Super G ro u p .^  A locality plan (Figure 3.1) shows the 
Cooke 1 Shaft area where the L,H.D. cleaning experiment was 
initiated. The reef width varied from approximately 75 centim etres 
to 350 centim etres In the, Cooke 1 Shaft area.
, )The smallest LH.D, cleaning unit readily available could operate 
effectively and efficiently  in a stope width of ISOcms. The L.H.D. unit 
ideally had to clean both the broken rock in the stope face and the 
strike gully In order to replace conventional scraper cleaning methods.
At the time, the Cooke 2 Shaft area was being developed and the 
Cooke 3 Shaft was In the planning stage. The whole of Cooke Section 
Is covered by Malmanl Dolomite varying In thickness from 
approximately 600 m etres to the South of Cooke 3 to some 100 
m etres a t  the Northern boundary of Cooke Section (Figure 3.2). This 
dolomite is well known for rapid weathering when In contact with 
w ater and consequent associated with sinkhole formation. Water 
bearing dykes Intersecting the dolomite were encountered a t  Cooke I 
Shaft. Fearing a major inrush of water during sloping operations, as 
had occurred a t a sister mine, a system of pillars was designed for 





Below the dolomite !s a poorly developed Black Reef series usually 
represented by shales, black shaley quartzltes and light grey 
orthoquertzltes. The Ventersdorp Lava underlies Che Black Reef and 
..i pears as a wedge shaped body truncating against the North-South 
striking Panvlakte fault immediately to the West of the lease area. 
The lava occurs along the en tire  length of Cooke Section and thins 
toward the East. Only Isolated occurrences of payable Ventersdorp 
Contact Reef, which is situated a t the base of the lava, have been 
found a t Cooke Section.
A near complete stratigraphy of the Central Rand Group exists on 
Cooke Section. The reefs currently being mined (1987) are the UEla, 
E9Gd, E8 and Kimberley Reefs. The UEia and Elsburg Reef are the 
uppermost reefs of the "middle zone" and underly the entire area, 
having a regional dip of 15± to the East. The North-South anticlinal 
feature, which Is more pronounced in the Cooke 3 area, results in 
westernly dips to  the West of the anticlinal axis.
The UEla conglomerate unit diverges eastward from the 
paleo-topographical shore line, that Is co-incident with the anticline 
In the Cooke 3 area, from a single reef to five conglomeratic bands. 
Some or all of them may be developed in one area.
Such areas are currently being mined by mechanized means using 
hydraulic drlllrlgs and LH.D. units in stope widths varying from 
approximately 300 centim etres to 1 000 centim etres In width.
Excluding Che A1 conglomerace there is an increase, from North to 
South, in the development of gold content of the remaining 
conglomerate bands. The result is that while only two of the 
conglomeratic bands can be recognised in the Cooke 1 area, all five 
are developed in the Cooke 3 area.
The middle Elsburg Reefs being mined in the Cooke Section are the 
E9C-d, E9Gb and E8 conglomerates. The E9Gd underlies the UEla with 
a middling of 0 - 3  metres, while the E9Gb occurs some 20 metres 
below the E9Gd. The E8, situated approximately 75 m etres below the 
U Ela, is a robust conglomerate unit with e rra tic  values within defined 
payshoots. The E8 reef, well developed In the (£o6ke 2 Shaft area and 
originally mined by means of winch and scraper cleaning methods, 
isalso being mined by means of hydraulic drillrigs and L.H.D. cleaning
The Kimberley Reef packages with most consistent values are the K9 
and K7 reefs. These reefs occur some 40 m etres below the UEla in 
the West to  250 metres in the eastern regions of the Cooke lease area 
and the so called "negative” area South of the Doornkop Fault. Value 
distribution on the K7 and K9 reefs is fairly erratic  but occurs In 
reasonably well defined "payshoots".
Figure 3.3 is a diagrammatic section of the reef being mined by 
mechanised means a t Cooke 1 Shaft.

3,2 Rock Mechanics Considerations
The average reef depth a t the Cooke Section is approximately 900 
m etres below surface, which is relatively shallow when compared with 
other mining depths in the W itwatersrand Basin. The overriding stra ta  
control problem, in the Cooke Section, is the control of subsidence of 
the rock below the overlying water bearing dolomites.
A t the average mining depth hi .ne Cooke Section, the primitive 
vertical stress varies between 1-6 and 27 MPa and the horizontal stress 
varies between 8 and 13,5 MPa. The strength of the reef varies 
between 150 to 175 MPa with the result tha t stress induced fracturing 
Is usually generated in crush pillars and small mining zones adjacent 
to  local disturbances.
The initial support system, designed and installed a t Cooke I Shaft in 
1975, was according to the grout base pack method which had proved 
to  be successful In a deeper sister mine. The grout base packs, 
consisting of a four pointer, slabbed timber crib pinned a t the corners, 
supporting a cem ent grout filled polypropylene bag, blocked to the 
hangingwail, were spaced a t 2 m etres skin to skin on dip and strike. 
Reef pillars iOm in width were left adjacent to major faults and 
dykes. Although the support pattern was not as dense as that of the 
s ister mine, the smallest L.H.D. cleaning unit available was unable to 
turn in any direction between the packs, limiting its effectiveness.
It was la ter found that this "soft" grout base pack support allowed bed 
separation to take place before adequate resisting load could be 
generated by the grout.
3.3 Environmental Conditions
Ventilation arrangements of the Cooke i Shaft consisted of a twin 
shaft system with a downcast main shaft and an upcast ventilation 
shaft. In 1975, at the commencement of the L.H.D. stope cleaning 
experiment, only a small area had been stoped out (Figure 3.4). 
Ventilation control was achieved by means of intake airways on the 
lower levels and up through the stopes. The first levels opened up 
w ere 95, 101 and 106 level with most extensive work being done on 
95 level.
In the overall planning strategy the fresh air requirement per kiloton 
per month is ideally 2,5ma/s in the case of conventional mining. The 
operation of diesel engine powered L.H.D. units would contam inate the 
a ir with exhaust fumes a t a rate of approximately 0,06m°/s per rated 
kW, and additional heat would be generated. Should large scale 
mechanised mining take place using diesel powered units then the fresh 
a ir requirement will have to be increased to 3,5m°/s per kiloton per 
month.
The virgin rock tem perature In the region of the stope where LH.D. 
unit cleaning took place was 27 degrees with a wetbulb tem perature 
of 286C and a kata of 17,3. It was not necessary to make any 
changes to the ventilation of the stope to accommodate the L.H.D. 
unit cleaning experiment.
C O t t K E l
LHO Unit , 
cleaning stope. 1976
COOKE SECTION
COOKE 1 SHAFT PLAN
L.H.D. Design Features
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3.4.1 Freedom of Movement
Although the smallest L.H.D. unit available could operate in 180cm 
stope widths, the average scope width should not be less than 190cms 
to permit more freedom of movement In the stope face and back 
areas. Stope face of sufficient length and width had to  be made
available to set up an experiment comparing an L.H.D. unit cleaning
method with a conventional winch and scraper cleaning method. In 
general LH.D. units cannot operate effectively at (tips In excess of 
seventeen degrees. The steeper the dip the greater the attention 
required to create  a roadbed that wCu'id provide adequate traction for 
L.H.D. unit tyres.
3.4.2 Operational Stability
The narrow width of the LH.D. units used In some hard rock mines 
compared with their height, makes the strike cleaning of broken rock 
In a steep stope panel a dangerous operation depending on the 
additional elevation of the updip slue wheels caused by broken rock
lying on the footwall of the stope. The L.H.D. units can overturn 
quite easily, endangering the life of the operator and anyone else in 
the  immediate vicinity. In this case "steep scope" has been defined 
as being steeper than ten degrees.
3.4.3 Turning Circle
The strike gully packs have to be 2,5 m etres skin to skin on dip to 
allow the smallest L.H.D. unit, with a turning circle of 4,5 metres 
outside radius and 2,4 metres Inside radius, to travel between the dip 
rows of packs. There is a theoretical radius of curve for each size 
of LH.D. unit, which takes Into account the inner and outer 
dimensions of the machine (Figure 3.5).
FIGURE 3.5
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Woon e r  Minina  Equip m en t Company 
TheoreNcol Turning Clearance
FIGURE 3 , 5
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3.4.4 Bucket Width
The smallest LH.D. unit had a height of 1,6 metres which provided 
adequate operating clearance in a 1,8 m etre wide stope. The bucket 
dimensions of the LH.D. unit would vary In dimension depending on 
the density of the material being loaded. With peck spaclngs of 2,0 
m etres skin to skin the LH.D. unit could not exceed a width of 1,6 
m etres, a t most, to allow for operation error and sway of the unit 
over uneven surfaces. The bucket width of the 0,8ma bucket Is 1,2 
metres. Although the next larger LH.D. unit available, with a bucket 
capacity of l.Sm0, had a suitable bucket width, the turning circle was 
40 percent greater making the machine unacceptable. In fact the 
buckets had been designed for use In the chrome mines where denser 
material was being loaded. A larger bucket would also have increased 
the length and width of the LH.D. unit, thus adversely affecting the 
turning circle.
3.4.5 Operating Speed
The operating speed of the LH.D. units had to be safe and yet fast 
enough to sustain a cleaning ra te  of a t least tons per hour. This 
would enable a stope face to be cleaned In two shifts (14 hours). The 
power plant for the L.H.D. unit had to be diesel powered rather than 
electrically driven, since It was considered that a trailing cable would 
be subjected to excessive drag due to the support pattern. As It was, 
a t the time, the majority of the smaller LH.D. units on the market 
were powered by Deutz air cooled engines, although other makes of 
diesel engines could be. fitted. The general tem perature of the air In 
the stopes a t Cooke 1 Shaft, a t 280C, was suitable for the efficient 
functioning of the Deutz engines.
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The next larger, more powerful engine which would have enabled a 
faster operating speed and loadablllty, could only have been fitted by 
Increasing the length of the machine.
3.4.6 C learance
The clearance of the L.H.D. unit from the footwall determined the 
ex ten t to which breaking of the footwall during blasting operations had 
to  be controlled. A minimum clearance of 250 millimetres was 
desirable since broken ore could drop off the L.H.D. unit bucket when 
travelling and damage the Undercarriage of the L.H.D. unit (Figure 
3.6).
For the L.H.D. unit experiment to have the best chance of succeeding, 
the experimental stope needed to be tabular, with a dip of less than 
eight degrees and no, or only minor, faults to negotiate.
3.4.7 Operational
The operator seat should be positioned so that the operator could see 
equally well whilst travelling forwards and backwards. The operator 
should be protected from falling rocks during loading operations. The 
exhaust system had to dilute the gasses to permlssabte levels. It was 
preferable to use a cata ly tic  converter with a Fume diluter ra ther than 
a wet scrubber type of system. On mine experience with diesel 
engine driven locomotives showed that maintaining the w ater level of 
the scrubber box was often neglected causing a safety hazard.
k M m d  i c u r e  3 .6HiU N D E R G R O U N D - L O A D E R
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The differencial should be of a non spin type in order to permit power 
transmission to the >ther wheel when one wheel loses traction. The 
L.H.D. unit should have four wheel drive to enable maximum use of 
the power available and should have articulated steering to permit the 
sm allest turning circle possible, I.e. 3,5 m etre  radius.
The tyres shcuid be able to withstand the ripping effec t of sharp 
footwall quartzltes and absorb some shock. The chassis should be of 
robust construction to absorb shock loads during loading operations and 
travelling with a loaded bucket. The ajr-cieaner tied to effectively 
prevent any quartilte  dust from entering the engine. If the L.H.D. 
unit were to be tilted, the dry cartridge type of air-cleaner would be 
move suitable than the oil bath type, since the la tte r could become 
less effective if the machine operated a t a steep angle. The hydraulic 
cylinders of the- bucket lift and steering should be protected to 
prevent abrasive dust from covering the shafts and entering the seals.
Spare parts should be readily available to avoid downtime without an 
abnormally high reserve stock of spares having to be held on the mine.
The LH.D. unlit should be of robust construction and should be 
protected on the sides against damage as a result of accidental 
con tac t with the packs.
The suppliers should be able to deliver the LH.D. units ordered within 
three months of placing the order, since It was expected that a stope 
could be prepared In that period and experimentation could commence.
L.H.D. units are being used more frequently for station cleaning during 
shaft; sinking operations. These LH.D, units have smooth pneumatic 
rubber tyres which cause delays due to punctures. A variety of 
different tyre construction and materiais are  available, each with 
properties advantageous for safe driving, long tyre life and machine
Solid rubber tyres -  moulded onto the wheel rim and used 
until the wheel diam eter becomes too small.
Schd rubber tyres with steel wire bristle -  moulded onto the 
wheel rim, i.m llar to a circular brush extending to A depth 
of 250 millimetres.
Pneumatic rubber tyres with thick tread and distinctive 
coarse pattern.
Pneumaric rubber tyres with thick smooth finished tread. 
Pneumatic rubber tyres, foam filled to prevent punctures. 
Pneumatic rubber tyres, chain clad in moulded rubber. 
Pneumatic rubber tyres chain clad only.
in order to keep production deisvs and operating costs to a minimum, 
the tyres should:
Have the longest possible life a t the lowest operating cost 
per ton.
Have a co-efficient of friction permitting best power 
transmission under a variety of conditions.
Be pliable enough to give driver comfort and machine 
protection.
Be firm enough ra prevent excessive sway during operations. 
Be tough enough to prevent shredding and rapid wear under 
conditions where tyres would be running over sharp quartzite 
footwal! o r broken rock, often under water.
Solid rubber eyres were Initially selected due to  their apparently 
having all the necessary properties. Pneumatic Lyres w#re considered 
to be too prone to punctures by Jiarp  "rocks and broken jumpers 
protruding from the broken rock.
3.4.9 Experimental Stope
Bearing the foregoing constraints in mind!' a stope was selected on 95 
level Cooke 1 Shaft ••here two pay reef horiz6iis 6f the upper Elsburg 
Series were so close together that ttiey could be sloped together at 
an average scoping width of 2,5 -metres. The average dip of the ree fi 
in the scoping area was seven decrees. There were no known faults 
in excess of 50 centim etres ill the stope faces (Figure 3.7).
Face winches and strike gully winches rated a t 37 kW and 56 kW 
respectively had been installed. A total of eight stope panels had 
been fully equipped. A winze below the bottom panel was being 
advanced to create  more face. It was decided that two 0,8 cubic 
m etre bucket capacity LH.D. units would be purchased to operate in 
four of the eight stoping panels. Results of the LH.D. unit cleaned 
panels could then be compared with the results of the four remaining 
panels which were cleaned by means of winches and scrapers.
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XStops panels were approximately 30 metres in length and each panel 
was served by Its own orepass. A diagrammatic section (Figure 3.8) 
indicates the amount of conventional development which was done 
along the crosscut line.
There was a nine month waiting list for two popular makes of L.H.D. 
units, which forced the selection to the next besv L.H.D. unit
Two tichopf E62 L.H.D. units were purchased with bucket 
5 of 0,8 cubic metres, rated a t 1,1 tons per load when loading 
te. The units w ere powered by 50 kW Deutz air cooled engines, 
i bucket was put^m sed so tha t bucket repairs could be done 
: losing production. A spare sec of tyres and rims was also / 
1 to reduce downtime. Delivery delays could not be 
ined with any degree of accuracy. All spare parts were 
[ from Germany. Technical details of the Schopf LG2 L.H.D. 







SCHOPF L62 - TECHNICAL DATA
Length with lowered boom  .......................................... 5,5 m
Width ................................................................... ....................... 1,2 m
Height with roll bar  ...........................................................  1,7 m
Track ...........................................................................................  0,9 m
Wheelbase ...................................................... ........................ 2,5 m
Lifting height ..................... ............................................... . 1,9 m
Maximum dumping height ....................................................  1,0 m
Tipping clearance to front edge of tyres a t
maximum lifting height ................................................. 1,0 m
Maximum dumping angle a t maximum lifting height 59’
Maximum pull-in angle a t lowered boom  .................... 48°
Turning radius interior ........................................................ 2,5 m
Turning radius exterior ...................................................... 4,2 m
Shovel width ............................. .............................................  1,2 m
Shovel capacity ......................... ..................... ........................  0,8 ma
Tyres (optional) ........................................................................ 9.00 -  20/10.00 - 20
Engine performance ...............................................................  45 kW
Revolutions ..............................................................................  2 500 rpm.
Maximum torque .....................................................................  23,5 mkg.
Fuel consumption ............................. . 12,8 1/h
Tank capacity  ....................................................................... 90 Litres
Forward speec. ................................................................ . 18 km/h
Reverse speed ..........................................................................  20 km/h
Lifting time ............................................................................... 3 seconds
Lowering time ................................................... ...................... 3 seconds
Tipping time .............................................................................  2 seconds
Maximum lifting force ............................................................ 6 200 kg.
Maximum break-out force ..................................................... 4 750 kg.
Maximum thrust ..................................................................  5 000 kg.
Shovel payload .......................................................................... 2,4 tons
Weight ........................................................................................  6,6 tons
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4 POSSIBLE STORE CLEANING METHODS
Since little  Information was then available concerning the use of 
L.H.D. units for stope cleaning in gold mines it was decided to
experiment with three theoretical methods.
1) Strike cleaning where no specific  strike gully would be 
provided and the L.H.D. unit would travel on strike between 
the support lines.
2) Updlp cleaning where the L.H.D. unit v/buld travel along a
strike gully and then load updlp in the stope face and 
between rows of support.
3) Downdlp cleaning where the L.H.D. unit would travel aiong 
a strike gully and then load downdlp.
4.1 Strike Cleaning Method
The strike cleaning method was designed so that the L.H.D. unit could 
travel on strike between the rows of support from the main dip 
roadway. The centre gully, dipping a t approximately seven degrees 
would then form the main dip roadway. Sufficient width between the 
cen tre  gully support would have to be allowed to permit the loaders
to turn in on strike a t any point in the stope.
No specific strike gully, would be used regularly. The LH.D. unit 
would uJvance on strike to the broken ore (Figure 4.1), fill the bucket 
and reverse to the main dip roadway and the orepass system.
DIRECTION OF TRAVEL
L.H.D. UNIT .
A plan of an L.H.D. unit cleaning on strike.
If the dip of the orebody should exceed a maximum of ten 
degrees, the L.H.D. unit could topple over If the updlp 
wheels happen to strike a rock or rise on the footwall 
(Figure 4.2). The narrow loader width and high centre of 
gravity could cause difficulties on strike.
The complete footwall In the back area would have to be 
levelled and attended to regularly, to avoid tilting of the
HANGING W ALL ^  / Z ,
PACK
UNIT
Figure1 >4.2 A section of an L.H.D. unit travelling over uneven 
footwall and strike.
Hanging wall sag would limit the available roadway with a 
height of 2,5 metres. Since the sag is usually the greatest 
. in the cen tre  of the span of the stoped out area, the 
greatest restriction to travelling would sta rt a t the centre 
gully,
A greater area would hare co be made safe and examined 
regularly Ins'ead of merely barricading off the worked out 
area and maintaining only the strike gully areas as Is the 
case In conventional scraper cleaning,
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The support patterns would have to be geometrically square 
and installed with great accuracy, otherwise all strike 
roadways would be blocked or reduced In width In "out, of
4.2 Updip Cleaning Method
In the updlp cleaning method the L.H.D. unit would travel along main 
strike roadways from an orepass to the stope lace, and sta rt cleaning 
the panel from the bottom of the stope face upwards to the top of 
the stope face.
The L.H.D, units would also turn updip Into the sweeping area and 
scoop up broken rock whilst travelling from the bottom to the top of 
the sweeping area.
Old dangerous areas could easily be avoided and barricaded off after 
sweeping.
The main disadvantages are:-
With the force of gravity working against the traction on 
the wheels, the bucket could not always be filled properly, 
which could decrease the production ra te  (Figure 4.3).
A much greater rate of tyre wear could be experienced due 
to uncontrolled slip of the wheels.
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Figure 4 3  A section of an L.H.D. unit loading updip.
The breakout force exerted by the bucket tip might be 
reduced (Figure 4.4) because of poor traction. Although the 
bucket only lies a capacity of' 0,8m3 or J,1 tons, a force of 
approximately 4 tons could be applied to breakout uneven 
footwall If necessary when operating on a horizontal floor. 
Driver fatfque would be Increased due to the additional 
concentration required to fill the bucket properly and prevent 
wheel slip.
It can be seen from Figure 4.4 how a downward force of 
Wl, applied by the bucket Up, would cause the front drive 
wheels to lift off this footwall with resultant loss of 
traction. The friction cot.iponent FI, combined with the 
component W Sin © might equal the driving force at F3 
which would bring the loader to a halt.
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Figure 4.4 A section of an L.H.D. unit's front wheels losing contact
V
4.3 Downdlp Cleaning Method
In the downdlp cleaning method the L.H.D. unit would travel on strike 
along the main strike roadways between panels and sta rt cleaning each 
face from the top downwards (Figure 4.5).
Sweepings would be cleaned in a similar manner. Old dangerous areas 
could be avoided and special a ttention need only be paid to the face, 
sweeping area and main strike roadways to pro tect the workmen from 
falls of hanging.
Full advantage could be taken of the mass of the loader during the 
bucket filling operation (Figure 4.6).
TEMPORARY





Figure 4.5 A plan of an L.H.D. unit loading downdlp.
Figure 4.6 A section of an L.H.D. unit loading downdlp.
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The L.H.D. unit could operate under the most stable conditions at all 
tim es. Tyre wear would be reduced; fuel consumption could be 
improved; driver fatigue could be reduced.
Major barring of the working face could be successfully -done during 
the cleaning operation using the outer edge of the bucket.
, The jbucket could glyr, tie used to dress down suspect slabs of rock 
frajm.th:. Hanging y'e 'l where 'the scoping width Is narrow enough.
a V " . \  T heoretical!-/none of toe three ^cleaning methods was an automatic
: " choi-:= a n ^ :e%,perin^ents |'!\ve/ re  to tie conducted to see which worked
/ '
'• n W lL d it
5 INITIAL STOPE PREPARATION
5.1 General Description
The slope made available, for the L.H.D, cleaning experiment was the 
95E4 slope with a eop entrance from the 95 level haulage. A 
travelling way from 101 level was the bottom entrance to the scope. 
Each scope pane! was served by an orepass leading down to 101 level 
(Figure 5.1). A winze was being deepened to  provide additional panels 
for sloping once it had holed with the workings below. The top four 
panels were set aside to  be cleaned by the L.H.D. units. Figure 5.1 
shows the pack spacings, the general srope layout, and the position of 
the garage which was prepared for the service and repair of .the 
L.H.D. units. Strike gullies were cut a t an angle of 15° updip to 
facilita te  the drainage of w ater and to allow for the negotiation of 
minor faults without getting waterlogged. Face winches wer^-tnoved 
forward when they reached a distance of 25 metres from the’Tace. 
Strike gu:'y winches were positioned on both sides of the orepasses. 
Face winches pulled 2 ton scrapers with folding blades' while strike 
winches pulled two by two ton hoe type scrapers with fixed blades. 
Figure 3.8 Is s section along the crosscut line Indicating a 
conventional development layout.
Certain changes had to be made to the stope layout to accommodate 
the L.H.D. units. These changes are discussed below, Since it was 
a production stope with specific tonnages planned which had to be 
achieved, face and strike winches were left in position In the L,HJ),
LOADER TURNING POINT









Should any unforseen circumstances arise, causing a major disruption 
of production, the windhes could be brought Into service.
5.2 Garage
A safe, well supported area, large enough to house two L.H.D. units, 
was provided close to the working stope faces to park the L.H.D. units 
during the off shift (Figure 5.2). This same area served as the 
maintenance and repair garage.
The environment, at 28°C, was relatively cool with sufficient volume 
of air passing up the stope to dissipate diesel engine exhaust fumes. ' 
The garage was on the return air side of the stope ventilation district 
so a timber barricade was erected to keep dust, created by 
blasting,from covering the garage work area. The position of the 
garage Is Indicated in Figures 3.7 and 5.1.
Maintenance equipment was purchased and Installed in locked sieei 
cabinets, conveniently situated for easy access. A small compressor 
was provided to pump pneumatic tyres to the correct pressure after 
the initially selected solid tyres had proven to be unreliable. The 
mine compressed air pressure was too low to satisfy tyre 
specifications.
Sufficient height was provided above the L.H.D. units to do major 
overhauls such as engine replacement and to jack up the loaders For 
transmission or differential repairs (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.2 A plan of che garage end support spacing Including 
additional support installed
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Figure 5.3 A
An impervious concrete floor was provided for easy cleaning of any 
oil or dleselene spillage.
5.3 Orepasses
The stope selected had been .laid out with an orepass to serve each 
panel- -The onjy. alteration required was the strengthening of the 
grizzly a t each orepass by the addition of girders In order to support 
a seven ton L.K.D. unit when it had to crave! across the tipping point 
(Figure 5.4). ,
- 200m m  x  ISOir.m
PASS
| r a il
R.S.J. P IN N h . . '* -V ^  
TO SOLID AND 
I 1 CONCRETED
L.H.D.
Figure 5.4 A plan Indicating a two directional roadway tip 
construction.
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The grizzly spacing was 35cm square to ensure that no large rocks 
could pass through and cause blockages In the box front feeding the 
trains. The maximum strike distance an-LrtH.D. would have to travel 
during cleaning operations would be 90 metres in one direction, since 
raise connections were spaced 180 n^etres apart on strike. Each raise 
was equipped with its  own set pf orepasses.
5.4 Roadways
The surfaces of all the roadways were filled In with fine broken rock 
from the stope face and lay s lM  to ensure a fairly smooth ride and 
so that the driver would Control over the machine.
Unnecessary shock loads t o , >. chassis would also be avoided.
One labourer was given the task of patching up the roadways and 
clearing any spillage away which, could cause tyre damage.
The existing scraper winch strike gullies were also prepared by 
levelling and filling In hollows, The area was clear of faults
resulting In evenly sloping strike gullies Ideally suited for rubber tyred
vehicles.
5.5 Support Spocing
Strike gully widths were increased by changing the pack spacing from 
two m etre skin to skin to 2,5 m etres skin to skin. This perm itted 
an L.H.D. unit to turn into the stope face and the sweeping area 
(Figure 5.5). Grouted packs of 1,20 m etre by 1,20 m etre were used 
throughout the stope.
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Figure 5.5 A plan view of support arrangements b r  L.H.D. unit 
turning points.
The grout pack support in the stope panel was spaced a t a distance 
of two m etres skin to skin on dip and strike. Two temporary mine 
poles were Installed on the updlp corner of the strike gully in the 
last row of packs in place of a grout pack which was left out to 
Increase the space available for turning into the working" face or the 
sweeping area. The maximum distance allowed between the last line 
of packs and the face was five metres. The pack line was 
constructed parallel to the face. A row of temporary support was only 
Installed 1,9 metres from the face after the L.H.D. unit had 
completed cleaning operations, before drilling took place.
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5.6 Stope Width
The stope width varied between 1,9 metres and 2,5 metres In height 
and was limited to a minimum of 1,9 metres for working clearance. 
The tabular reef seldom had any rolls and consisted of two payable 
bands evenly spaced with an average dip of 7°. The steepest portions 
of reef dipped a t 15°.
5.7 Services
Air and w ater columns were supported above the normal travelling 
height of the L.H.D. unit since the units might sway over uneven 
roadbeds and could then damage the piping If It was le f t In the usual 
side position. Air and w ater columns measuring 150 millimetres and 
100 millimetres In diam eter respectively were Installed from the 
haulage down the Central roadway. Branch pipes 50 millimetre In 
diam eter were Installed In each strike gully.
All services were carried a standard minimum distance of 10 metres 




A fitte r was selected for his good maintenance record and sent to the 
LH.D. unit suppliers to be familiarized with the different loader 
components during the assembly of the LH.D. units.
He had the full time job of attending to the units, setting up a 
suitable garage In the stope, stating all requirements to effectively 
maintain the loaders according to a se t planned maintenance 
programme worked out by the suppliers.
Scrupulous application of the planned maintenance programmes was 
emphasised. The fitter was assisted by two helpers on a part time 
basis in the case of a major breakdown.
The familiarization period with the L.H.D. units lasted approximate)}' 
three months. It was important to be able to diagnose faults such as 
loss of power, failure of electrical or hydraulic systems.
6.2 Operators
It was planned to ultimately operate two LH.D. units on three shifts. 
With this in mind, six operators were selected for training. Initially 
the LH.D. units would be used on ray shift only, then the cleaning 
operation would be expanded to Include night shift cleaning. Three . 
operators per loader would take turns ac operating a LH.D. unit 
during the day shift until they were competent.
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Selection of the operators was based on mechanical ability and 
leadership qualities. These abilities were judged according to standard 
tests which were already being used for the selection of loco drivers 
and gang supervisors. It was preferable to select trainee operators 
who were licenced vehicle drivers w lft  past experience on diesel 
locomotive maintenance. This however was not an essential criteria. 
During the past two years' (1985 -  5987) greater emphasis has been 
placed on the selection of operators- The standard PUTCO transport 
test is now used. In addition the phsychologice! suitability of an 
operator is also tested. Perceptivity tests are conducted to determine 
a  potential operator's understanding, patience, aggressiveness and 
mechanical dexterity. The results of these tests are examined by a 
phsychologlsf who recommends operators for further training.
6.3 Surface Training
An area was first selected on surface to get the trainees accustomed 
to  the L.H.D. unit controls. Drums were placed in a specific pattern 
spaced to simulate the support pattern underground and limit the 
turning circle. The operators drove around the drums until they could 
confidently handle the L.H.D. unit controls.
Then as parr of their training the operators assisted the fitte r with 
the services and were responsible for greasing the L.H.D. units. The 
operators were taught the basis of operation of the hydraulic systems, 
m e importance of usini; clean receptacles for filling the hydraulic oil 
tanks and of making regular checks.
A fter a three week training period on surface, during which time 
several mechanical problems were sorted out on the L.H.D. units, the 
loaders were taken underground to the experimental stops.
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6.4 Underground Training
In the scope even the best operators had difficulty in adjusting to the 
confined space, uneven roadways and dip of the reef. The loaders 
bounced and swayed, causing ovev-reaction in steering with resultant 
collision with the support and the stope face. Constant supervision 
had. to be exercised under slow speed operation for a further three 
weeks before any sort of confidence became apparent. The operators 
became more relaxed, permitting the driving period to be increased 
steadily from liaif hour to tour hour sessions before being relieved.
The loading ra te  Increased and results showed that the winches which 
were operating in some faces on o standby basis to ensure that the 
faces were cleaned, supported and drilled, could be stopped completely.
During the training period special attention was paid to the method 
of filling the L.H.D. unit bucket, power applied to lift the bucket and 
the forward motion necessary to avoid slip and excessive tyr« wear.
Both UH.D. units were then operated on two shifts, using three 
operators per shift, with one acting as a relief operator for e ither of 
the units.
f t.  -  - A M U  X b a U
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7 PRODUCTION ESTIMATES
The specific gravity of gold bearing ore is generally accepted as 2,67 
tons per cubic metre, although there Is a variation depending on the 
m etal and sulphides content. This factor was initially applied to a ll­
tonnage calculations in 1976. Some years la ter this factor was 
increased to 2,75 tons per cubic m etre as being more applicable for
The swell factor -.vas taken to be 1,67 as commonly used in the 
calculations of hopner capacities and tonnage duties. This gave a 
factor of 1,44 tons per cubic m etre transported with a fully loaded 
bucket. (Struck capacity.) For these production estim ates an average 
of 1 ,1 tons per bucket load was used taking into account a bucket fill 
factor of 78.6 percent.
7.J Economical Operating Range -  Down dip Loading With a
Schopf L62 L.H.D. Unit 
CYCLE TIME : Average (or a day 
D istance tip to face 
Face Length 
Average tipping time 
Average loading time 
Average travelling time
Average shift length
= 2,26 minutes 
= 30 metres 
= 30 metres 
= 0,4 minutes 
= 0,6 -minutes 
= 1,26 minutes
= 4,28 km per hour 




The specific gravity of gold bearing ore is generally accepted as 2,67 
tons per cubic metre, although there.-Is a variation depending on the 
metal and sulphides cdntent. This factor was initially applied to all 
tonnage calculations iri 1976. Some years la ter this factor was 
increased to 2,75 tons, per cubic m etre as being more applicable for
th l,  mim,. V - '  ....... .....................
The swell factor was taken to be 1,67 as: cbhf^iifpr ysey-ig. the 
calculations of hopper capacitieS'"%Tid=xtpnnage duties.'^Thts .guye a . . 
factor of 1,44 tons per cubic m etre transported with a fully loajded 
bucket. (Struck capacity.) For these produdiion estim ates ji.rf average 
of 1,1 tons per bucket load was used taking Into acSbnfit^a bucket fill 
factor of 78.6 percent.
7.1 Economical Operating Range -  Downdip Loading With a
Schopf L62 L.H.D. Unit 
CYCLE T7ME : Average for a day 
Distance tip to face 
Face Length 
Average tipping time 
Average loading time 









4,28 km per hour 
480 minutes (waiting 
place to waiting
r’V £y-
Expected average loading shift = 364 minutes (At the
Expected average trips per shift = 170 trips
Average tons per trip  » 1,1 tons
Expected tonnage per shift = 187 tons
\ t  the time the maximum one way di: 
metres, being the normal half way iim 
tlthough 150 metres one way distance was still considered to be within 
the economical operating range of the L.H.D. units. It can be seen
that for a one way distance of 100 metres, 18 tons per hour could be
achieved according to the Wagner Mining Equipment production table 
below (Table 7.1), a t an average speed of 4 kilometres per hour.
Wagner Mining Equipment Co. Calculation:











Therefore a t 4 km per hour and a one way distance of 100 metres, 
the production for an eight hour shift would be 144 tons or 192 tons 
per shift a t an average speed of 6 km per hour.
The average operating speed would be low during the ledging stage.
The short distance between the loading point and the tipping point 
would not perm it the operator to change gears Into a higher range.
A t the extrem ity of the stope area, the travelling speed could possibly 
increase due to the longer strike travelling distance.
8 WORK STUDY TECHNIQUES
The work study team doing the complete study Initially consisted of 
an Operation Research Engineer, a Research Mine Overseer, a 
Research Shiftboss and six Observers. The number of Observers was 
increased to take readings on additional shifts.
The Operations Research Mirw Overseer and Shiftboss duplicated the 
readings taken by the Observers during the first three week period as 
a check and to ensure tha t no further training of Observers was 
necessary.
Readings taken by the Observers proved to be very reliable, so spot 
checks only were done from time to time. The cleaning efficiency 
for operating strike and face winches was taken by doing rated 
activity  sampling for two weeks, determining actual working tim e and 
manpower requirement.
Rated tim e studies were done on the L.H.D. units and Operators, after 
the  Operators had become proficient a t their task, to compare results 
with winch cleaning results and efficiencies.
Daily records, such as trips, loads trammed, travelling time, tonnage 
cleaned, delay time, operating time, idle time, breakdowns, services, 
m aterial used and tyre circum ference measurements were taken as a 
routine to be summarized weekly and monthly. For consistency, tyre 
s measured a fte r Inflating the tyres to the same
done continually. Loading techniques and routines 
i ongoing basis after deficiencies w»ere determined.
9 OBSERVATIONS
9.1 Operators
The L.H.D. unit operators became skilled in manoeuvring the L.H.D. 
units along narrow roadways and around sharp corners. Operator 
fatigue Initially proved to  be a problem, partially because of physical 
exertion, but mainly because of mental strain and nervous tension 
caused by the concentration required to judge widths, elevations, power 
and speed.
The judgement of the operators Improved considerably with experience 
and this enabled them to fill the buckets In the least possible tim e 
with the minimum of damage to  the machines and tyres.
9.2 Cleaning Operatiuns
A few metres of working face an be cleaned updlp of the strike gully
without any real problem, provided the back wheels of the L.H.D.
units are still on the level fioor of the strike gully. The back wheels
are  less prone to spinning because of the compacted rock surface.
Oh the updlp ledge the broken roCi'. on the smooth footwall caused a 
loss of traction.
The method of filling the bucket of .the LH.D. unit needed much 
practice to make full use of the power of the LH.D. unit, and of 
gravity where possible.
Too great a downward force tended to  iift the front wheels off the 
rock surface, decreasing traction progressively to zero on the front 
wheels which spun In the air, and reducing the driving force available 
to move the bucket Into the broken ore.
'  4 
. a
The same effec t occured when loading downdip. Just before the front 
wheels lifted clear o f the surface, the applied tractive power caused 
the wheels to spin, increasing the wear ra te .
The only downward force required was tha t amount necessary to 
prevent the bucket from teing deflected upwards without taking in 
broken ore. The bucket had to be tilted forward slightly so that only 
the front lip was In contact with the floor, thus reducing the friction 
area and subsequent chance . -.wheel spin.
As the LH.D. unit moved forward, the bucket, when In contact with 
broken ore, had to be lifted slightly In a scooping actifri" 'and then 
forced down again slightly until the bucket had been filled. The 
lifting movement lifted rocks anchored deeper In the broken ore and 
then the bucket was forced under the rocks using less force than 
would have been necessary otherwise.
Large pieces of hanging wall which may have been dislodged during 
the blasting of the face, caused a problem, when burled under the 
broken ore. The bucket tended to  deflect off the top of the rock, 
merely sliding over the rock. The loader had to be moved bade first. 
The front edge of the rock was then exposed and the Up of the 
bucket could be forced under the rock.
The rock could then be lifted clear of the broken ore. Rapid wear 
of the bucket lip and bottom corners took place. A second spare 
bucket was purchased to facilitate tlmeous repair work.
All the leading edges of the repaired buckets were hard faced -  using 
special welding rods and Ben ox stee) -  sldd pjates were welded onto 
the bottom surfaces to  prolong bucket life. This method of protection 
is generally used with loading equipment,
i> e  powerful hydraulic breakout force avallabld :at"the bucket was 
sometimes used to lift large rocks out of the broken ore, and to break 
out uneven footwall which could cause a problem during loading 
operations. The units were al?o used to clear the hanging wall of
loose rock and to bar the stops face.
Traction was improved over wet surfaces when the bucket of the 
L.H.D. unit was fully loaded, but occasionally dry coarse material 
would have to be placed on the roadway to assist the wheels to grip.
The loaders were occasionally run in reverse dragging the bucket on 
the floor, leaving It quite smooth and in this way assisting with tyre 
protection. After every trip to the tip during loading operations, it 
was essential to iotver the bucket and clear the approach to the muck 
pile of loose rock. This action prevented damage to tyr.es and the 
bottom of the L.H.D. unit.
There was fortunately no clay material, ta lc  schist or vermlcuiite
present In the ore, which would have hampered loading operations.
The above type of material causes wheel slippage with only slight 
application of power.
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When loading down dip the momentum of the L.H.D. unit assisted with 
the rapid filling of the bucket giving an average loading time of' 
approximately 0,6 minutes per bucket, although filling times of 5 
seconds per bucket have been recorded.-: A fter the removal of the 
broken ore In the face, the bucket of the L.H.D. (jnlt was run against 
the stope face to bring down loose rock before manual barring started  
{Figure 9.1). During the downdlp loading operation the minimum 
amount of power was used for filling the bucket and driving the loader 
forwefd. The shortest bucket filling times were achieved using this 
method.
During the time tha t manual barring of the face was being done, the 
L.H.D. unit started clearing away the scattered  rock behind the first 
row of packs from the face.
The lack of sca tte r barricades (Figure 9.2), resulted in an Increase in 
cleaning time because of the widely spread-broken rock. With the 
> oken  rock confined on the face by fl sturdy sca tte r barricade, the 
ioadfng tim e would have been reduSBd^nd the sweeping tirea would 
npt have been contaminated. The eS^nW if of sc.at.ter barricades 
constructed of slab lagging and mine pyl$s are  4»hour intensive and 
tim e consuming, especially a t wide stofi^syidths. An alternate blasting 
barricade had to be developed but was not dene by the time the 
Schopf loader experiment was stopped.
The bucket of the L.H.D. unit /i against the
scope face to assist with barr(pL ^ f  ibose rock.' 
The first pack on the corner 'ivas.Jel’?rout for turning 
purposes. (Scope width 2,5m)
Figure 9.1
Figure 9.2 Large fall of hanging being ck sre d  away In the sweeping
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After the seope face had been barred completely solid, the L.H.D. unit 
cleared away the loose material against the face for final face 
preparation to be done (Figure 9.3). The curved face shape was not 
ideal and was caused by shorter holes being drilled a t the bottom and 
top of the face as a result of inclined drilling. Damage was caused 
to  fbe tyres hy the slop ng bottom portion of the face. The bottom 
portion of the face should either be vertical or sloping away to 
improve ty re  life.
The LH.D. unit then moved into the next blasted face to commence 
cleaning operations while the recently  cleaned stope face was again 
being watered down, with sockets cleaned and plugged as per standard.
/ A  ja r
Figure 9.3 Final clearing of material a fte r barring of the face. 
(Notice curvature of the face.)
• u ' -
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9.3 Permanent Support
Due* to the fact that all broken ore between the last row of 
permanent pack support and the face could be removed with relative 
ease, the next row of permanent support could be installed on a 
cleanly swept footwall, This prevented a lock-up of gold under the 
paci-s, also spillage of cem ent during the filling of the grout packs 
could not lock-up substantial layers of gold bearing broken rock, which 
does happen In scraper cleaned stopes. The standard Is to sweep the 
footwall In the position where a grout pack has to be installed. Due 
to Inadequately scraper cleaned faces, the pack positions were opened 
by .hfrfid lashing away broken rock. Sweeping the footwall In these 
positions proved to  be a problem.
A further advantage was that the packs were installed at a fester 
ra te , since It was not necessary to  dig holes Into the broken ore, left 
by the scrapers, to make space for the grout packs.
Pneumatic picks were used to get rid of cem ent spillage and expose 
solid rock. Grout leaking through the grout bags and spillage, caused 
by over filling a grouf bag or moving from one pack to fill the next, 
penetrated the fine broken rock and sca tte r piles. The footwall was 
effectively, but undesirably, being concreted over.
9.4 Sweeping
A fter cleaning the stope faces the L.H.D. units moved Into the 
sweeping area behind the first row ol packs from the face. The 
finely broken rock, scattered  In a thin layer over the footwall, was 
collected Into heaps using shovels and bass brooms for loading by the 
L.H.D. units.
fhis reduced che loading ra te  of the loader, to '.5,4 tons per hour 
whilst loading the heaps of fines.
Final .sweepings were cleared by stopping the LH.D. unit with the 
bucket on the ground and then hand lashing the last few shovels full 
of  fine material directly into the bucket and then transporting I t  to
•'the’oTfipass. •" 1 : - .............
9.5 General
To ensure tha t sufficient broken ore was continually available for both 
loaders„pver the double shift, four 30 m etre long stope panels with 
a  stope: width of 2,5 m etres had to be blasted  daily.' J
During the cleaning operations the relief operator constantly searched 
the broker.- ore for broken dr(Ji steel which could damage the tyres 
(Figure.9.4). It can also be seen tha t the bucket was not filled 
properly with the first scoop and needed to  be tilted back to allow 
space f ^  a heaped load a t the second scoop. The loading ra te  and 
bucket filling ability improved as the broken rock pile became higher.
The strlite cleaning method was not attem pted because there were too 
many packs out of line Which blocked the roadways. The updlp 
loading method initially had to be used to clean a top panel because 
there.wtis no top access to the panel for the loaders.
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A Schopf L62 L.H.D. unit In operation with an operator 
checking for broken drill steel. The grout fill pack 
support (!,2m x i,2m) can be seen In a stoping width 
of 2,5m.
jfafc.. _ w* ..Aya
The updlp cleaning of the one panel continued for approximately two 
months. The loading ra te , a t 19 tons per hour, was poor and 
excessive wheel slippage occurred in spite of very careful attem pts 
by the operators to control tractive power. Sometimes the LH.D. 
units slipped downdlp as the bucket was being filled. Uneven footwall 
due to  irregular blasting accentuated the dip and had to be levelled 
to allow improved loading rates. The updlp loading method was not 
used again.
The downdlp loading method was certainly the most suitable method 
found during the weeks that followed. All travelling to the tipping 
point was done with the bucket leading. This Had the advantage that 
the LH.D. unit did not have to cross the tipping point or turn at the 
tipping point, where space wan confined, to be able to tip the load. 
The disadvantage was that rock falling from an overloaded bucket 
could fall" In the tyre path, causing damage to the tyres or causing 
the loader to  be deflected  againsi';, the packs. Care was taken In the 
stope face to shake the loaded bucket a f&w times while reversing up 
to the top strike roadway, getting rid of most of the loose unbalanced 
rock which could cause problems.
The turning point a t the face was wide enough to enable a rapid 
change from reverse direction to forward direction without risk of 
hitting temporary support.
The only time the L.H.D. unit travelled to the face with the bucket 
leading was directly after the blast, when the turning point at the 
Intersection of the strike roadway and the face had to be cleared.
9.6 Downdip Cleaning Ability
!t became.-Gtear that the, L.H.D. units could.be used efficiently to .. 
clean out winzes or incline shafts if  che dip did. not exceed 17 
degrees. A winze was being sunk a t the bottom of the scoping area, 
and only a m etre advance was being achieved every second day due 
to scraper cleaning difficulties.
Broken rock in the winze had build-up to an average depth of 01T |. ^  ' s 
m etres and the scraper was starting to damage the ventilation - • • '
in places.
It was decided to use the L.H.D. unit to clean out .the winze, .starting^ 
a t  the entrance, to get down to the footwall. Once the excess broken 
rock had been cleared our, a m etre advance per day was achieved in 
addition to cleaning the stope faces. Cleaning operations, however, 
w ere interrupted due to loader downtime.
The air and water services a t the tipping points were lifted to provide 
tipping clearance and the packs spaced further apart to allow for a 
roadway to the opposite faces. Short lengths of hose were hung as 
warnings for people to prevent them from Inadvertently stepping onto 
the grlzzley (Figure 9.5).
Figure 9.5 The L.H.D. unit In tipping position.
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Solid rubber tyres were requested and supplied with the L.H.D. units 
because it was feared that punctures would be a major problem with 
pneumatic tyres. The possibility of chassis damage, because of the 
limited shock absorbing properties of the solid rubber tyres, was 
considered, but It was decided that the chassis was robustly 
constructed and would in fact withstand normal shock loads. An 
examination of the L.H.D, unit chassis a t the end of the experiment 
showed no cracks developing.
Due to experience in other trackless mining operations in the country, 
loader operators were supplied with kidney belts to prevent health 
problems from developing.
The circumference of each tyre was measured when an L.H.D. unit 
was serviced. This means of indicating tyre wear was selected since 
a more accurate measurement could be taken of the tyre 
circumference than of either the radius or the diameter, The solid 
rubber tyres showed a good wear rate initially as can oe seen in 
Figure 9.6. There was a steady reduction in tyre circumference 
until,In the case of L.H.D. unit No. 1, approximately 125mm In 
circum ference had been worn away, after which a rapid deterioration 
of the tyres occurred. Large portions of the tyres were ripped off. 
A fter inspection It was found that the outer shell of the solid tyres 
had been properly cured, but the Inner shell lacked bonding.
Another problem that manifested Itself was that the differentials of 
the L.H.D. units started  breaking down due to the unequal wheel 
radius caused by rapid tyre wear and long operating hours under these 
conditions. "
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Care was subsequently taken to match the tyre circumferences either 
for both back wheels or for both front wheels. New tyres were 
replaced In pairs.
Down time due to tyres during the first five operating months 
amounted to  35,5 percent of all breakdown, time. An average of 
5 266 tons were loaded per se t of four solid tyres before these were 
discarded at 141mm decrease In circumference.
It was decided to discard the solid rubber tyres and experiment with 
pneumatic tyres instead, but the pneumatic tyres would have to be 
protected against punctures In some way.
There were three main methods of protection, namely:-
A polyurethane filler which would harden Inside th» tyre
excluding all air, but still remain pliable.
A rubber solution additive was available, which would remain 
fluid Inside the tyre and seal off small holes.
Chain tyre treads which were available In different forms, 
either as a loose fit or embedded in the tread rubber.
It was decided to have all the pneumatic tyres clad with a chain tread
embedded In rubber to prevent movement of the chain tread and to
thicken the rubber of the tread. This would also Improve the wear 
ra te  of the tyres and provide an added protection against punctures.
. S k m m - .<3*
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The chain prevent. ; yjcting of the tyres by sharp quartzite slabs and 
avoided pieces of ruBWr being ripped off. The chain mesh was small 
enough to prevent punctures due to sharp rock, except for very narrow 
slivers of rock which had' ,‘o enter the tread a t  right angles to be able 
to  do damage. It was found that steel wire, jumpers and pinch bars 
caused some punctures In spite of the chain. An experiment was 
conducted using a ablution Inside the pneumatic tyres, with some 
success. In 1976 the initial cost of the tyre, chain and solution was 
high at R775,00 per wheel.
. 1
Flat mild steel radial /lb s  In the chain tread proved to be the weak 
links, and had to be redesigned to Increase the life of the chain. The 
radial ribs In thy chain protruded slightly above the other chain links 
and were consequently subjected to a greater load, which caused more 
rapid wear to the, tyre as the ribs were being depressed into the 
moulded rubber, , T h e / also tended to be pushed off the vertical 
position by the force of the revolving wheels. The chain had to be 
tensioned dally t;» compensate for wear and bedding Into the rubber.
Replacement of broken chain links was simple, as the complete chain 
could be removed without much trouble. Although embedded In the 
rubber the chain could be lifted out. A complete chain overhaul, In 
1976, would cost iR150,00 per wheel.
The thickness of the mild steel chain ribs was Increased from 13mm 
to 1 6mm and the surface contact area was "hardfaced" to reduce the
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The repaired wheels cost an average of R747,00 per wheel, in 1976, 
but gave trouble free loading, only requiring some tensioning of the 
chains during the next, three months. At this stage the experiment 
was discontinued, so that a complete costing of the alterations could 
not be done.
Delays caused b; punctures, chain adjustments and tyre wear were 
summarized for the period 06-12-1975 to 14-05-197G, amounting to 
6,61 percent of total breakdown time during the same period (Table 
9.1) based on Tables I to  6 in Appendix A.




Transmission, differential 65 857 42,63
Engine 4! 559 26,90
General (Body) 17 231 11,15
4. Hydraulic 8,10
5. Wheel repairs 6,61
6. Electricai 4,61
Total 100,00
The tyre chains were cariifuliy examined to determine alterations 
required to Increase the operating life. It was found that the ribs 
were wearing a t an angle on the tread, and around the punched holes 
for links (Figure 9.7).
WORN LINK
NEW R IB  SURFACE
lZ-  *1 W ORN 1URFACE
PUNCH HOLE
SECTION A - A
Figure 9.7 Rib chain link system.
The edges of the punch hole wore away the link, which eventually 
snapped. A better tyre chain was developed by another company and 
this has been working well on 5 cubic m etre capacity L.H.D. units at 
Premier Diamond Mine. No chain clad tyres are being used In any 
of the most recent trackless mining projects.
Figure 9.8 Sketch of tyre chain link.
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The double link tread o f the tyre chain wears evenly and there are 
no sharp edges where rap,d wear could take place, compared with the 
punched holes In ribs of the previous chain. The double link tyre 
chain could be turned Inside out which could Increase the useful life.
From Figure 9.6 It can be seen that the wear ra te  of chain clad tyres
was less than the wear rate of the solid tyres. A further reduction
In wear rate took place after some 2 500 tons had been lashed.
The second reduction In wear rate appeared to take place a fte r the 
protruding rib surfaces had worn down to the level of the rubber tread
which reduced the load on the ribs.
Table 9,2 shows the erratic  solid rubber tyre circumferential wear rate 
and Table 9.3 shows the chain clad pneumatic tyre circumferential 
weer rate which was more predictable.
Table 9.2 Mean wear o f solid rubber tyres re lated  to tons loaded
Tons Loaded
LOADER 75027 LOADER 75028








4 000 125,00mm 163,75mm
4 500 146,25mm 225,00mm
Table 9,3 Mean wear of chain clad pneumatic tyres related to 
tons loaded
Tons Loaded
LOADER 75027 LOADER 75028









4 500 61,25mm 87,50mm &
9.8 Breakdowns
Table 9.J shows breakdowns grouped under six main headings while 
breakdowns listed in detail in diminishing order are shown in Table 9,4. 
Transmission, differential, drive shaft and related problems amounted 
to 42,63 percent of the total breakdown time, which In turn was 48,5 
percent of the total operating time. Planned maintenance of the 
above units did not include the dismantling of the units, which would 
only be done when the whole loader was being overhauled. In most 
cases the delays caused by breakdowns would have been less if  spare 
parts had been readily available.
Delivery delays of spa^e parts necessitated the purchase of a large 
buffer stock which could only be justified if the LH.D. units were to 
be used on a permanent basis.
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!. Engine Repairs 26 979 17,4t>
2. Gearbox repairs 24 843 16,08
3. Universal joint repairs 11,80
4. Oscillating bearing repairs 8,71
5. S tarter repairs 6,75
6. Wheel repairs 10 214 6,61
7. Brake repairs 9 000 .5,83
8. Drive shaft repairs 6 708 4,34
Loader repairs 6 484 4,20
Burnt electrical couplings 3 655 2,37
Tightening boits 3 517 2 J#
Hydraulic repairs 2,27
B attery trouble 1,89
Broken yoke 1,84
Broken pump drive 1,83
Differential repairs 1,W
Steering repairs 0,83
18. Canopy repairs 974 0,63
19. Gear lever repairs 896 0,58
20. General repairs 778 0,5"




Replacing protection plate 0,22
Bucket arm repairs 305 0,20
Replacing fuel filter 300 0,19
Fitting bucket pins 242 0,16
Ignition switch repairs 0,03
Bumper repairs 0,05
Leaking transmission oil 0,04
Broken water pipe 0,03
Total 100,00
Gearbox breakdowns, amounting to 16,08 percent of the breakdown 
time, would normally not have r-corred , but these were caused by the 
continuous slow speed operations In the stopes. Lubrication of all the 
parts in the gearbox depended upon oil being scooped up and spread 
over the gears. Due to the slow operating speed the revolutions of 
the gears was not high enough to life the Oil tr- the top of the 
gearbox above the gear clusters. Later models had pressurized oil 
feed to the gearbox bearings.
The above problem was alleviated by installing grease nipples in some 
areas, and by increasing the level of -oil in the gearboxes
The differential problems were caused by the unequal circumference 
of pairs of wheels when solid tyres were ussd, resulting in high 
stresses on the differential. Operating temperatures of the 
differentials Increased above normal. A universal joint was 
unfortunately damaged by a rockdrilt stem which was lifted by a front 
wheel and jammed into the universal joint.
The oscillating bearings seem to be a weakness, causing 8,71 percent 
of the breakdown time. These bearings were not easy to obtain, with 
consequent repair delays. Engine breakdowns amounted to 26,9 percent 
of the total breakdown time, while engine repairs alone accounted for 
17,46 percent.
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The ajr cooled, 4 cylinder, 4 stroke Deutz Diesel engine is commonly 
used as a power plant by most L.H.D. unit manufacturers, and Is very 
reliable. However, rapid wear of pistons and piston rings was caused 
by poor intake air filtration end some lack of regular changing of the 
filter units. Fine quartzite dust must be prevented from getting into 
the engine due to the highly abrasive nature of the quartzite.
Special attention needs to be paid to the filtration of Intake air and 
also to allaying dust by watering down. The air filter elements had 
to be cleaned out daily by blowing out the dust with compressed air, 
which may have caused some damage to  the elements before 
replacement. Some channeling was observed In the filters before the 
elements were removed, and this would decrease the efficiency of the
Most of the breakdowns In the "General" category were caused by the 
operators misjudging distances during turning and forcing the L.H.D. 
units through narrow passages. Some damage was caused by falls of 
hanging during loading operations.
No deterioration was observed In the chassis, although it was expected 
that the solid rubber tyres would cause some cracks to develop, since 
the chasls was unsprung.
A spare reconditioned bucket wus kept available for quick exchange 
when the leading edge and corners were worn down.
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Steering and hoHing cylinders needed dust covers to assist with 
keeping abrasive quartzlte dust clear of the steering piston shafts,
Brake repairs amounted to 5,83 percent of the breakdown time, mainly 
due to  leaking hydraulic pipes and cylinders.
The hydraulic hoses were generally reliable, but still caused 2,27 
percent of the breakdown time due to failure a t the crimped ends. 
Great care was taken to keep thn hydraulic fluid clean when refilling 
the hydraulic tank, In spite of the fact that 5 micron filters were 
fitted  to the filler throat.
Burnt e lectric  wire couplings caused 2,37 percent of the breakdown 
time and needed to be redesigned.
Battery trouble listed here was caused by defects in the batteries.
This was excluded from delays caused by flat batteries as a result of 
the operator not switching off the lights with the engine stopped, or 
excessive cranking when the engine needed attention.
Table 9.5 lists the weekly working and travelling time, service time, 
deiay time and breakdown time for the period J August 1975 to H  
May 1976.
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Steering and hoisting cylinders needed dust covers to assist with 
keeping abrasive quartzice dust clear of the steering piston shafts, 
although wiper seals on the shafts were a standard Item,
Brake repairs amounted to 5,8J percent of the breakdown time, mainly 
due to leaking hydreallc pipes end cylinders.
The hydraulic hoses were generally reliable, but still caused 2,27 
percent of the breakdown time due to failure at the crimped ends. 
Great care was taken to keep the hydraulic fluid clean when refilling 
the hydraulic tank, in spite of the face that 5 micron filters were 
fitted  to the filler throat.
Burnt e lectric  wire couplings caused 2,37 percept of the breakdown 
tim e and needed to  be redesigned.
Battery trouble listed here was caused by defects In the batteries.
This was excluded from delays caused by flat batteries as a result of 
the operator not switching off the lights with the engine stopped, or 
excessive cranking when the engine needed attention.
Table 9.5 lists the weekly working and travelling tlm-3, service time, 
delay time and breakdown time for the period 1 August 1975 to 14 
May 1976.
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Service Time Delay Tine Breakdown Tiae
Time Percent Tins Percent Tiae Percent Time Percent
01.08.75 2 5 ,5 4 334
08.08.75 44B 11,4
15.06.75 339 8,0
22.08.75 2 945 15,9 3 674
2- ?S 3 002 349 5,3 4 062
05.09.75 4 191 77,7 348 4,6 5 392
12.09.75 4 679 78,8 1,8 6 191
19.09.75 6 197 84,0 546 7 376
26.09,75 . 4 741 55,5 996 4,1 28,7 8 545
03.10.75 3 007 25,2 1 349 11,3 1,1 7 442 62,4 11 924
10.10.75 4 512 2,2 6 013 54,5
17.10.75 4 526 442 6 026 52,4
2fl.10.75 5 606 217 5 156 43,3 11 697
31.10.75 6 452 4 159
6 126 54,2 4 353 36,5
5 492 48,3 5 135 45,1
4 293 39,0 6 010 54,5 11 009
2 590 4 605 56,8 8 169
05.12.75 2 596 55,2 8 225
12.12.75 4 537 55,4 11 202
19.12.75 3 596 39,1 1 044 11,4 46,5 9 190
2S.J2.7S 3 2S4 37,7 863 10,0 4 378 50,2
02.01.76 4 461 39,8 486 3 100 27,6 3 178 28,3
03.01.76 4 630 40,5 2 526 22,1 2 998 26,2 11 431
18.01.76 5 230 45,9 932 1 520 13,3 3 682 32,1 11 404
23.01.76 5 887 16,3 3 146 27,5
30.01.76 5 529 7,0 4 115 36,2
06.02.76 4 936 1 031 7,5 4 836 41,4








Tine Percent Time Percent Time Percent Time Percent
20.02.75 6 648' 58,2 MS 7,6 a is 3 125 11 434
33,9 568 5,7 6 623 57,9 11 434
05.03.76 66,5 81 a 4 813 41,0 11 505
55,5 1 266 9,5 3 225 24,7 13 067
5 567 37,3 1 066 7,2 7 037 47,2 16 909
25.03.76 5 146 34,3 90S 6,0 8 521 57,3 15 035
02.04.76 3 457 23,0 419 2,8 10 615 72,0 15 028
09.06.76 1 647 9,6 159 14 13 380 89,2 15 mo
1P.34.76 1 867 0,7 10 260 12 444
23.06.76 3 7% 24,5 685 0,8 71,5 15 266
30.04.76 4 011 26,6 466 0,4 59,9 15 056
2 866 19,1 508 3,4 77,0 15 031
16.05.76 1 255 409 2,7 - 88,9 14 991
ToW, am  200 40,4 22 996 5,2 2G 463 21B365 48,5 446 024
NOTE : The LH.D. units were not operated consistently on three 
shifts due to an occasional shortage of operators, resulting In a 
variation In total time.
9.9 Loader Operating Summary
The total times reflect the variation In shifts worked by the two 
loaders, starting off with a single shift operation, going over to a 
double shift in October 1975 and then to a treble shift operation in 
March 1976.
On average, both loaders worked for 40,4 percent of the total time 
of the test period.
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The main reason for the shore working time was the excessive 
breakdown period and delays.
From the operating percentage per week Indicated In Figure 9.9, It 
can be seen that the breakdown time directly affected the operating
Initial working time losses were caused by the unexpected failure of 
solid tyres and the changeover to pneumatic tyres In the ninth week 
of operation. This was followed by engine breakdowns In the 
eighteenth week and gearbox breakdowns in the nineteenth week, as 
can be seen from the dally analysis of the Schopf Loaders (Appendix 
A).
The engine of the LH.D. units started failing completely a fte r the 
thirtyflfth  week of operation, with progressive loss of power reducing 
the working time. The loss of power was mainly due to the high wear 
rate <. die rings and cylinders caused by the abrasive dust being 
sucked In past the filters. This emphasised the need to pay special 
attention to the condition of air filters during maintenance periods.
The loading rates varied from 14,4 tons per hour to 21,6 tons per hour 







It was found that a daily service at the sta rt of the working shift 
according to a set check list was most Important and helped to reduce 
downtime by early recognition of problems which were developing.
An alert operator could avoid emergency breakdown repairs by prompt 
recognition and reporting of mechanical problems.
The daily records and check lists showed that the services were 
completed as specified. Loader drivers assisted with the greasing of 
the loaders which also reduced the service time. Services done a t the 
end of each shift were found to be Incomplete. Some faults were 
overlooked as operators and artisans tended to rush the services to get 
out earlier from underground.
The lack of broken rock to be cleaned our (Table 9.6), caused 62,69 
percent of the delay time. More stope faces had to be blasted to 
keep ahead of the loader cleaning rate.
Limited working face available to loaders prevented full 
utilization. Breakdowns were so high that It did not seem worthwhile 
to Increase the number of working faces. Breakdowns amounting to
48,5 percent of the total time was considered to be excessive.
The poor availability of the L.H.D. units was most disappointing.
Table 9.6 Schopf LosdSr Delays Summary
(Minutes)
Percent
1. (die (no rock) ■ 12 04S
Flat Battery -.1,58
Removing scrapers 1 642 8,54
Fetehing diesel,-..-.... . .. .... . . , . i  '57 5,02
Towing other loader " 3,65
Loader stuck 392 2,04
262 1,36
Cleaning panel - 1 205 1,07
Pulled out pack 165 0,86
Cleaning tip 0,65
11. Tips full 0,49
12. Fails o f ground 0,31
13. Cleaning but'i~t 0,17
Teaching driver ; 0,17
Cleaning travelling way 0,08
Total 100,00
9.10 Labour Productivity
The planning of black laboui' strengths for conventional winch cleaned 
faces was done according to standard minute allowances. These 
allowances were established for thf=: stoping method and scope width 
used in the experimental sfny?. Appendix B gives the standard labour 
allocations.
A standard factor of 7,2 tons broken per black was used to allocate 
labour for the winch cleaned and C.k.D. unit cleaned faces.
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It was decided not to reduce the labour complement for the duration 
of the experiment and preferably to increase the tonnage broken as 
much as possible.
From Table 9.7 it can be seen that black labour productivity for the 
L.H.D. unit cleaning method was. 29,1 percent beter than the winch 
cleaning method. The winch cleaning, method had deliberately been 
maintained in four panels of the experimental slope for control 
purposes. The erratic  labour productivity for the L.H.D. unit cleaned 
panels was mainly due to the L.H.D. unit breakdowns. It should be 
noted that the standard factor of 7,2 tons br 'ken per black for winch 
cleaned panels was not achieved once in nine months.
Table 9.7 Labour Productivity -  Tons per Black per Shift
Month Panels Cleaned By
L.H.D. Units Winches
Tons/Black Tons/Black
September 1975 6,4 4,5
October 1975 7,6 4,6
November 1975 7,8 6,3
December 1975 6,65 5,0
January 1976 7,8 5,2
February 1976 6,8 5,6
March 1976 9,4 5,9
April 1976 10,0 6,9




The monthly tonnage broken for both the L.H.D. unit and winch 
cleaned panels is listed in Table 9.8. The tons broken in the L.H.D. 
unit panels increased as the operators became accustomed to  the 
L.H.D. units. The tonnage broken in the same panels decreased during 
the last three months of operation due to increased breakdown time.
Table 9.8 Production Results




September 1975 5 230 5
October 1975 6 217 5 925
November 1975 S 050 14 437
December 1975 6 478
January 1976 6 702
February 1976 7 261
March 1976 15 387
April 1976 17 108
May 1976 8 166
Average
The combined 17 108 tons ' roken during the April 1976 measuring 
month set a new stoplng record for the shaft for a single stoper. 
Similarly the combined nine month average of 12 911 tons broken also 
established a new stoping record on the shaft.
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10 OPERATING COSTS
A calculation done in 1976 showed that, on average, the operating cost 
for stope winches was R0,60 per ton broken (Table 10.1). These 
operating costs excluded the cost of the remainder of the stope crew 
as allocated according to the standard factor. The same labour 
categories were excluded in the cost structure for the L.H.D. unit 
cleaning method.
Table 10.1 Winch Operating Cost per ton Broken
Category Rands per Ton Percent
Power 0,03 5,0
Stores 0,23 38,33
Driver’s wages 0,32 53,33
Artisan's wages 0,02 3,33
Cost per Ton (Rands) 0,60 99,99
Winch driver's wages formed 53,3 percent of the operating cost.
Stores and power amounted to 43,33 percsnt of the operating costs.
The stores costs Included all Items used for face and strike gully 
cleaning and the engineering stores necessary to repair the winches.
Owning cost for winches amounted to R0, t4 per ton broken, giving a 
total owning and operating cost of R0,74 per ton broken (Table 10.2).





Total Owning Cost R0i 14
The operating costs for the two Schopf loaders were summarized 
monthly from September 1975 to May 1976 inclusive, and averaged for 
the period as can be seen In Table 10.3. The average operating cost 
per ton was R1.38 calculated over nine months.
In spite of the fact that down time due to tyres only formed 6,61 
percent of the breakdown time, the operating cost for tyres amounted 
to 49,28 percent of the total operating cost, emphasizing the need to 
find suitable tyres to  load quartzites.
An abnormal expenditure occurred in November J975, when two 
complete spare sets o f tyres and wheel rims were purchased to avoid 
delays. This purchase should have been made as part of the initial 
expenditure when the loaders were bought. The tyre cost per ton 
loaded was then reduced to some R0.40 per ton and tyres were still 
in good condition when the experiment was stopped, so that it can be 
expected that the average operating tyre costs would be reduced over 
a longer period (Table 10.3).
Mechanical failures which formed 69,53 percent of the breakdowns 
amounted to 28,26 percent of the operating costs, although service 
stores were also Included In the above figure (Table 10.4). Poor air 
filtration, gearbox design and some inexperience on the part of the 
fitter in detecting early signs of mechanical problems, were the main 
reasons for the high breakdown rate.
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Engineering Stores i 0,39 28,26 0,30
Operator's Wages 10,87 0,15
A rtisan's Wages 0,12 8,70 0,12
Totals (Rand per Ton) 1,38 100,00 1,00
Operator's wages amounted to 10,87 percent of the total cost and the 
combined cost per ton for drivers and artisans was R0,27 per ton, 
compared with R0,34 per ton for the same combination In the case 
o f winches.
From Table 10.4 the labour cost per ton broken for the L.H.D. units 
was 20,59 percent cheaper than that of winches and would have been 
lower If the artisan had more units under his control. The LH.D. unit 
operator's cost per ton broken alone was 53,13 percent be ter than the 
cost for winch drivers In the experiment.
The loader owning costs In 1975 amounted to R 0,16 per ton loaded 
(Table 10.5).
Table 10.5 Loader Owning Cost per Ton
Loader Owning Cost per Ton
Depreciation cost 








Total C is t RI,54 R0.74
The loader/winch comparison shows that the L.H.D. units cost Rl,54 
per ton compared with R0,74 per ton for winches, which Is 108,1 
percent more than winch operating costs (Table 10.6}.
The Sohopf loader operating costs were graphed in Figure 10.1, 
reflecting the initial high tyre cost in November, and the progressively 
increasing engineering stores' cost, also from November onwards. Fiiel\ 
costs increased because of increased travelling distance, engine, 
deterioration and increased fuel price.
The fact that a tip had been provided for each panel and that the 
travelling distance between the loading point and tipping point was 
relatively short, assisted In keeping the operating cost reasonably low. 
To be able to make the L.H.D. unit cleaning method more cost 
effective than a winch cleaning method, two further avenues should 
be considered. The first Is that a larger L.H.D. unit, still operating 
in the stope face could prove to be more economical In the long term, 
since one L.H.D. unit could clean more stope panels. The second is 
that, since the stope cleaning experiment was conducted In an existing 
stope designed for conventional winch cleaning methods, unnecessary 
development was done.
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Should the main development layout be altered to suit L.H.D. unit 
cleaning, the cost of development could decrease and so also the 
overall shaft head working cost.
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11 PILOT INVESTIGATION SUMMARY
Of the two unit cleaning ma;,:ods observed, the down dip
cleaning method was the most efflclen: and effective. The LH,D. 
unit bucket was filled in an average of 6 minutes. The loading rate 
Increased from 14,4 to 21,6 tons per hour for the updip and the 
down dip cleaning methods respectively, A maximum average loading 
ra te  of 31,2 tons per hour was achieved during a two week, period 
using the downdip cleaning, method.
Pneumatic chain clad tyres showed 59,93 percent less wear rate than 
solid tyres at 4 500 tond loaded. The cleaning experiment was 
unfortunately discontinued before the pneumatic tyres coukl be tested 
to  destruction.
It was easier and more efficient to use LH.-D, units to clean the 
swe-iping area when compared with conventional winches. Large rocks 
were removed without delay.
The construction of timber packs was faster since less broken rock 
was left behind after the L.H.D. units had completed cleaning 
operations.
The LH.D. units were effectively used to bar the stope faces breaking 
away large rocks.
Labour productivity Increased by 29,1 percent. More work could be 
done by the same labour complement or the complement could be 
reduced.
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The LH.D. unJt stope cleaning operating costs were 108,1 percent 
greater than winch operating costs.
L • <Uown% amounting to 48,5 percent of the shift time were 
observed and this was considered to be excessive, interrupting the 
cleaning cycles a t  unexpected and uhpJsnned /o r flm.es. Eany signs of 
meet or electrical failure had to be recognised and corrected 
during planned maintenance periods.
The selection of thp correct combination of cleet ,ng equipment was 
most important to the profitability of trackless mining.
feUS* m r« 8 S E #
12 PILOT INVESTIGATION .CONCLUSIONS 
Improvements and cost reductions in stoo^ cleaning operations alone 
would ro t be sufficient to make LH.D. unit cleaning methods more 
economical than conventional winch cleaning methods. The whole 
stoping and development layout would have to be redesigned 
.eliminating all unnecessary development.
Special attcm iun Should be paid to -ihe cause of engine, differential, 
rvv.TsmiSsiort 'An'l. drive sijaft breakdowns. The improved availability 
of essential spores related to the breakdowns above would reduce the 
downtime. 1 j  1 " - c,
X ^e jm p ro v e m en d jin  ItibhJr p rod u ctiv ity  w as encourag ing . T h e  use of 
-units- fo r purposes- could; if--the -above  conclusions
, % ere  Im p lem en ted ' > u '.jl!o ie: econom ical than  conventional winch 
.y e a n in g  m e thods, emd' it  WQUld"'te--=-'Orthwhile to  p e rse v e re  w ith la rg e  
"p ro d u d il-.n 'e tee rito en ts l
The Schopf8L^2 tlS& ;unitS .,y rere |.too  small for the best productivity 
In the %p -metlle std'pe width, [i Hoy/e-ver-a major change in the support 
meitiod ''would Be necessary to Jtti^ke use of larger L.H.D. units for 
sttipii; cleaning;' ''
COOKE 2 SHAFT 90 LEVEL WIDE REEF PROJECT
13.1 Introduction
Major changes were made to support methods in 1982 to be able to 
mine newly identified wide reef horizons, th e  grout pack support 
method was used in a maximum stope width of 3,0 metres. Industrial 
Engineering Department studies showed that the pack support 
construction rate decreased as the height of the grout packs increased. 
The basic materials used for grout pack construction were expensive. ,
Geological boreholes drilled down from the UEla reef horizon. 
Identified wide areas of E8 reef. This reef width varied from nil to ..; 
approximately 10 metres.
The standard grout pack support method was not suitable to "mine the 
full reef width. It was then decided to establish! a conventionally! ,, 
winch cleaned room and pillar stope on the E3 reer"horizon in areas 
where the stope width was greater than 2,5 metres. The total pillar 
support method cost was less than any tim ber support method, partly 
because of - the relatively low grade of the E8 reef. Gold left behind 
in the pillars amounted to approximately 10,5 percent of tHe. area 
being mined.
While this area was being mined, another payable area of E8 reef wtis 
identified. The potential to mine this area by a trackless mechanised 
mining method became apparent.
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A feasibility study was completed In 1984 where a comparison between 
a trackless mechanised mining and a conventional winch cleaned 
stoping nisthod was d o n e .^  On the basis of findings of the feasibility 
study a decision was taken in December 1984 to mine the area by 
trackless mechanised mining methods. The feasibility study report ’vas 
used as introductory Information and background to production results 
for the past nine m o n th s.^
Production results were compared-with-thi=-feasibility study planned 
results. Due to primary-, development, preparatory work, ordering and 
supply of trackless mining equipment, it took approximately two years 
to raise the production ra te  of the project to 30 000 tons broken per 
month (January 1986),
During the past year production a t The Randfontein Estates Gold 
Mining Company, Witwatersrand, Limited was affected by labour 
strikes. The trackless mechanised projects were influenced to a lesser 
extent since striking operators were replaced by trained personnel from 
othtir disciplines.
Synthesised working costs were developed for trackless mining whereas 
actual cosb  were used for conventional mining.
14.2 Geology
The 90 l^vel E8 reef liet> between two major faults and Is Invaded by 
the two prominent CIS and 0 7  dykes (Figure 13.1).
LOCALITY PLAN 
Seale MO 0 0 .0
The reef is relatively undisturbed and occurs as a fan shaped 
conglomerate deposit dipping from 2 degrees to 10 degrees eastward.
The reef attains a thickness in excess of 4 metres in the centre of 
the area and thins gradually to the edges of the fan shaped body to 
less than one metre.
The area comprises the largest block of payable E3 reef a t Cooke 2 
Shaft. Figure 13,1 shows the 200 centim etre isopach and major faults 
and dykes. A transverse section through the N il stoping line Is shown 
In Figure 13.2.
13.3 P a jllm it and Working Cost
Whilst the actual data is classified as confidential, paylimlt and
working cost estimates were done for both the trackless and
conventional mining methods. The paylimlt for trackless mining 
methods was 19,05 percent less than the conventional mining method 
p&yUmlt as a result of anticipated lower working costs, due to the 
reduced need for off-reef development. The trackless mining working 
cost per ton milled was In fact 21,06 percent less than that of
conventional mining methods over a six month period.
As a result of the lower paylimlt the reserves for trackless mining 
were 25,2 percent greater than that of conventional mining.
13.4 Development Layout (Trackless)
Primary development of the area commenced on 90 leviji elevation. 
Initially contour reef drives were developed from 90 N il crosscut and 
from these drives, decline winzes or access ramps were developed on
true dip at approximately 150 metre centres.
R& IIR E B .2C 00K E  2  S H A F T  
S e c tio n  T h ro u g h Mil Lin;
Met to  s e a ls
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As a decline hoJed Jnvo a bottom access airway/travelling way, stoplng 
commenced- The general development layout showing contour drives 
and winzes can be seen in Figure 13.1. Dimensions of the drives and 
declines were 8 metres wide by 4 metres high.
13.5 Stoplng Lay~at (Tracfcless),,
The stepped room and pillar m ethod 'of primary stoplng was selected 
for this operation. The general Stoplng configuration has been shown 
in Figure's 13.3 and 13.4 with a detailed layout of rooms and pillars 
shown in Figure 13,5. Ror-^ ’ .^developed 3 degrees off true strike 
so as to contain w ater o. -/id off the roadways. 1'
Secondary extraction would be carried out when primary stoplng In any 
wlnze/ramp connection has been completed. During the secondary 
extraction operations partial extraction of pillars would take place on 
re treat, pillars being reduced in size In stages to minimum dimensions. 
The stages In thf partial extraction of pillars have been sho*n in 
Figure 13,6. Final pillar dimensions would be 5 m etre by 5 met're" 
spaced 12 metres apart on dip and 9 metres on strike from pillar to 
pillar.
13.6 Development Layouh (Conventional)
Had this area been mined conventionally, development would have 
commenced on both 90 level as well as 101 level. Some 200 metres 
of flat development and 300 metres of box holes would have been 
required on 90 level while 10 039 metres of development would have 









F IG U R E  13 .5  S T E PPE D  ROOM AND PILLA R  METHOD
ULED PANEL L 
S ca le  [' 2 0 0
F IG U R EI3.&  STAGES IN THE PARTIAL EXTRACTION OF PILLARS 
Mot .to aco te
This development would have consisted of 700 metres of haulage,
2 800 metres of crosscut, 5 700 metres of ore passing and 600 metres 
of travelling ways.
In order to produce 40 000 tons per month conventionally, a 2 year 
production build-up would be required, the tonnage eventually being 
produced from 4 stopes, 2 each on the NiO and N il lines (Figure
13.7).
13.7 Scoping Layout (Conventional)
Primary scoping layouts would be similar to that of trackless mining 
except that all strike gullies would be mined 10* updlp of strike.
Secondary extraction for the conventional system would be similar to 
the track less mining secondary extraction indicated in 13.5.
13.8 Support
Support Is easier and safer to Install In mechanised operations due to 
the higher reach of trackless rockbolters compared with hand held 
jackharnmers as per Figure 13.8. The support standard remains the 
same In both trackless and conventional Svoplng. Full column resin 
grouted rebars 2,7 metres long and 25mm In diameter would be 
Installed two metres apart on dip and strike, Areas showing signs of 
deterioration would be supported by additional six metre long wire 
rope anchors.




Figure 13.8 Trackless Roofbolt Installation.
■ O ' .
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13.9 Equipment
Trackless mining equipment selected for this project is listed in Table 
13.1. A comparison of the capital cost of purchasing a suite of 
trackless mining equipment and conventional mining equipment was 
done. The initial capital outlay for a suite of trackless mining 
equipment would be 52,41 percent more than a similar set of 
conventional mining equipment. Costs were calculated for a 
production ra te  of 40 000 tons milled per month.
Tafcte 13.1 Trackless Mining Equipment required to produce 40 000 
tons milled per month.
Category M * . Quantity
L.H.D. unit Toro 350D (7,3 t capacity) 3
Drillrig Tamrock (Twin boom)
Bar down/Scaler Tamrock (Single boom) 1
Utility Vehicle Charger {Normet) 0
Scissor (Normet) 1
Carrier (+4 cassettes) 1
Volvo 18T 2
Toro 35D 1
Roofbolter Tamrock (Single boom) 2
Utility vehicle -  Boom & Basket Normet PK 1000 . 2
Transport Toyota Landcruiser 3
Rocor Rand 1
Impact breaker 1
The equipment listed above was ordered and is currently in use in the 
90 'evel E8 wide reef project.
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13.10 Labour
Labour comparisons were also done for both the trackless mining 
method and conventional mining method. A summary of the labour 
comparison can be seen in Table 13.2 and 13.3.



















Planned labour productivity has been listed in Table 13.4 Tne table 
shows stope production labour productivity and total labour productivity 
which Includes engineering, stoping, development, services, supervision 
and general labour.
Table 13.4 Labour Productivity Summary (Planned)
year 1 1 in s  Broken Trackless Tons Broken
Per S r if t Per S r if t Pet Shift Per Shift
SSL Blades ££ t e ,
1984/85 5,1 54,9 16,5 !11S,3 ■ 7,3 13,1
1985/66 66,6
1S8B/B7 52,3
1987/Ba 9,1 277,7 55,6 633,3 21,5 92,6
The above labour productivity was calculated for a 24 shift month. 
According to the planning the stope black labour productivity for 
trackless mining was 251,7 percent better than the conventional stope 
labour p/oducrivity. The labour allocated was for morning shift 
blasting and double shift cleaning, supporting and drilling.
13.11 Planned Production Rates
The planned reef production build-up comparison Indicated that If 
would take eight months longer, by conventional means, to achieve ;he 
planned maximum of 40 000 reef tons broken per month, than by the 
trackless mining method Table 13.5.
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It sho Id be noted that 40 000 tons of waste had been broken, for the 
project, by March i986 mainly due to sliping of haulages, crosscuts, 
tipping points and the preparationi^of workshops.
No further waste development would be required, in the 90 Level E8 
wide reef project, while using ttoe trackless mining method, which was 
not ti'e case with the conventional mining methods.





(1000's) 11000’s) In (1000's)
To Date i.e. March 1986 , 194,9 259,9
April 24,5 1,3. 40,0
May 24,5 1,3 40,0 -
June 29,3 1,3 40,0
July 29,3 1,3 40,0
August 29,3 1,3 40,0 -
September 34,3 1,3 40,0
October 34,3 1,3 40,0 -
November 34,3 1,3 40,0
December 40,0 1,3 40,0
Jan. - June 1987 240,0 . 7,6 240,0
1987/88 480,0 15,1 480,0 '
13,12 Production Results
Production results cf the 90 level E8 wide reef project have been 
summarised for Che past ten months and were compared with the 
feasibility study parameters. Reef and waste tons broken were 
combined to give the total tons broken.
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An average of 45 014 tons broken per month was achieved with a 
maximum of 55 081 tons broken in June 1987 (Table 13.6). The low 
tonnage broken in September was as a result of a labour strike. The 
trackless mining projects were the least affected since trained white 
operator^, were able to man essential equipment such as LH.D, units, 
hydraulic drillrigs and utility vehicles. On average the tonnage broken 
was 12,5 percent be tte r than the Feasibility Study Plan.
Table 13.6 Tons Broken pgc \4otith -  90 Level E8 Wide Reef
Month Feasibility Study 
Tons/month Tons/jnonth
January 1987 40 000 29 890
February 40 000 4'i 336
March 40 000 51’’424
April 40 000 57 511
May 40 000 48 966
June 40 000 55 Otil
July 40 000 45 969
August 40 000 ■ 44 538
September 40 000 32 199
October 1987 40 000 49 223
Average 40 000 45 014
Waste dilution control proved to be a problem. The planned 4,6 
percent dilution was never achieved in the ten month period (Tab’--
13.7). The average of 15,73 percent waste dilution was 241,96 peicent 
greater than planned. The main cause of the dilution was the 
intersection of areas with reduced channel width within the wide reef 
orebody.
■■■■■• >
Table 13.7 Percentage Waste Dilution per Month - 
Wide 7eef
Month Feasibility Study 
% Dilution % Dilution
January 1987 4.6 8,7
February 4.6 8,0
March 4,6 12,0
April 4,6 ' 10,6
May 10,0
June 4,6-— <,  n .o
July 4,6 % 140
August 4,6 \ 3 2 , 0
September 4,6 \ w , o
October 1987 4,6 W
Average 4,6 15,73
Channel and stope widths for September 1587 have been listed in 
Table 13.8 as an example. Thirty eight percent of the panels being 
mined were below the 250 centim etre wide reef lower limit.
Table 13.8 Sloping Widt/Channel Width Comparison








20E * 230 383










West 23W 340 345
Ventilation Raise 340 345
19E 392




Decline 1 322 416
Return Way 300 r 388
12E @00 ;
7W
Ctecllne 2 ■ 400
261 400
Decline 3 * 242 411
373
Average 277 384
* Channel width narrower than Che wide reef tower scoping limit of 
250cms.
A method of reducing the waste dilu' -n m these areas would be co 
reduce the access roadways to the minimum dimensions to  suit the 
trackless mining equipment until the nartow channel width section has 
been passed. The larger pillars remaining. t;ould then be mined on 
re trea t only taking the full channel width. Drill; ,13 the pillars would 
not be a problem for the hydrauiic drfHrigs using extension drill steel.
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Another solution would be to stop mining by the room and pillar 
method, then combine two panels to form one narrow reef panel and 
mine i t  using winch cleaning methods In the stope face and smaller 
L.H.D. units for access stope drive cleaning. It is Important to have 
a flexible sloping method to cope with changing: channel widths.
White labour productivity averaging 1 303 tons broken per man was 
41,4 percent less than planned (Table 13.9). Supervisory and 
maintenance staff had been Increased to ensure the success of the 
trackless mining project and for the training of -'personnel for other 
trackless mining projects. The white labour force would be decreased 
in the future. The productivity per ton broken p e ry  " '  -y o r 
trackless mining, was 2,4 percent less than the , ^hventiona!
labour productivity per white (refer again to Table 13.4).
Table 13.9 Total Trackless Tons Broken per Total White -  90 Level 
E8 Wide Reef _____________ __________ _____
Feasibility Study 










October 1987 1 330
Average . , 3 0 3
!.
 .  a w -#
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Black labour productivity averaging 309 tons broken per man was 40,6 
percent less than planned (Table 13,10). More I .bour was used to 
ensure a high standard of roadway maintenance, trackless equipment 
maintenance and construction. Operators and maintenance staff would 
be reduced and used In new traCKless mining projects In the future. 
The black labour productivity for trackless mining methods was still
186,1 percent better than the planned labour productivity for 
conventional mining methods (refer again to Tabic <3.4).
Table 13.10 Total Trackless Tons Broken per Total Black - 90 Level 
E8 Wide Reef
Month Feasibility Study 
Tons per Black Tons per Black










Average 520 * 309
Weighted Average.
13.13 Operating Costs
The average operating cost per ton broken was 33,16 percent more 
than planned (Table 13.11). This was malnJy due to excess white and 
black labour which would be. reduced In future. It la also expected 
that ihe operating cost would reduce when secondary extraction of the 
pillars commences. Minimal additional permanent support would be 
used und reclamation of piping and power cables would also be 
initiated, fillplng of the pillars would also be a relatively cheap 
mining operation. The costs plunned fn the Feasibility Study report 
did not differentiate been primary or secondary extraction and is an 
average planned cost for the project.
it was established from Company records that the conventional mining 
wide reef working cost for the same period was 26,60 percent greater 
than the trackless mining wide reef working cost. Labour disturbances 
leading up to the September 1987 labour strike adversely affected both 
conventional mining and trackless mining production and co.)ts.
Table 13.11 Operating Cost per Ton Broken -  90 Level 128 Wide
Month Feasibility Study 
Rand/ton/mllled
Actual (In Stope 
Rand/ton/mllled









October 1987 14,37 21,50




13.14 90 Level E8 Wide Reef Project Summary
The 90 level E8 wide reef trackless mining project had a 12,5 percent 
g reater average production rate than planned. At times of labour 
unrest alternate arrangements could be made to operate essential 
equipment to reduce production losses.
Waste diiution was 241,96 percent greater than planned. This was 
mainly caused by the reduction of reef channel width within tlie wide
Waste dilution could ho reduced and minimised by making use of a 
versatile stoping method and selecting smaller trackless mining 
equipment to  operate in the narrower areas of the 28 wide reef 
project.
White labour productivity per ton broken was 41,4 percent less than 
planned. Excess personnel, deliberately carried overstrength for 
training purposes, would be deployed to other trackless mining projects 
in the future.
Black labour productivity per ton broken was 40,6 percent less than 
planned. Excess personnel, also deliberately carried overstrength for 
training purposes, would be moved to other trackless mining projects.
In spite of the reduced black labour productivity it was still 186,i 
percent better than the planned conventional wide reef labour 
productivity. The training of personnel, to ensure the achievement of 
the planned tonnage build-up of future trackless mining projects, was 
considered to be of the utmost importance.
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Operating costs per ton broken was 33,16 percent more than planned, 
mainly due to excess labour and the primary reef extraction method. 
The trackless mining method remained 21,7 percent cheaper than 
conventional wide reef mining methods. The decrease in waste 
development and improvement In black labour productivity were the 
main reasons for the tracK'ess mining method being more economical.
13.15 90 Level E8 Wide Reef Projecr Conclusions
The wide reef trackless mining project results proved tha t a higt,
production rate could be maintained using trackless equipment.
Operating costs could be improved upon but the trackless mining 
■\method was still more economical than conventional wide reef mining 
methods.
The selection of trackless mining equipment,matching units to suit the 
width of the orebody, was most important. L.H.D. units and trucks 
being used in the narrow portions of the 90 level E8 wide reef ,project 
need to be dimensionally smaller. The profitability of the project 
could be improved by reducing the amount of waste dilution sent to 
the reduction plant and replacing it with reef tons.
14 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
14,1 Summary and Conclusions
The pilot trackless mining stope cleaning project of 1975 showed that 
’•he change in the stope cleaning method alone was not sufficient to 
make trackless mining more profitable than conventional mining. It 
was necessary to change the mining layout thereby reducing wasce 
development. ------ ------?
This could also be seen In the 90 level E8 wide reef project producing 
a t  an average of 45 000 tons per month. Major changes were made 
in the development layouts. Stope layout changes permitted free 
access by trackless mining equipment to all stope faces.
The question of selection and matching of L.H.D. cleaning units with 
trucks to suit particular stope widths v/is again prominent. The 
profitability of a trackless mining project could be adversely affected 
should incorrectly sized equipment be used. It is not simply a m atter 
of using smaller or larger equipment. Trackless cleaning equipment 
should be carefully selected for the reef width and mining method 
planned.
Flexibility to change from a trackless wide reef mining method to a 
trackless narrow reef mining method should be part of trackless 
equipment design criteria.
LH.D. units should preferably be operated down dip during cleaning 
operations to achieve the fastest loading rate.
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Trackless mechanised mining methods being used on The Randfontein 
E; rates Gold Mining Company, Witwatersrand, Limited were proving 
to be successful and economically viable.
14,2 Recommendations For Future Work
Trackless mechanised tp'.nlng equipment planned for various projects 
needs to be selected with the total profitability of the project in 
mind. All factors affecting revenue from a trackless mining project 
related to trackless mtning equipment need to be investigated.
A future Investigation should be the selection of trackless mining 
equipment for different reef widths to optimise the return on 
investment.
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TABLE A6 DAILY ANALYSIS OF SCHOPF LOADERS
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STANDARD LABOUR ALLOCATION 
GROUT PACK SUPPORT METHOD 
LABOUR CATEGORY
Scope Width (cma) i90 230 250
Day Shift
Team Leader 1 1 1
Gang Supervisor 3 3
Winch Driver 4
Rock drill Operator 8
Rockdriii Assistant 5 5
Miner's Assistant 4 4
Teambar 3 3
Timber 4 6
Transport/Mono winch 2 5 6
Lashing 5 4
Total Day Shift 39 41 42 44
Night Shift
Team Leader 1 1
Gang Supervisor 2 2
Bar/Lash 4
Winch Drivers 4 4
Total Night Shift 11 11
Grand Total 53 55
Tons per Black per Shift 6,0 6,4 6,8 7,2
Tons Broken per Shift 300 333 360 396
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